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Abstract

Novel ternary Mn-containing compound MnGeP2 has been grown on GaAs and InP substrates using molecular beam epitaxy, in which Mn and

Ge were supplied from solid sources and P from a gas source. The films obtained showed XRD pattern characteristic of MnGeP2. Lattice constants

were determined using reciprocal lattice mapping analysis. Films directly grown on GaAs substrate showed three-dimensional grain-growth. By

introduction of a Ge buffer layer growth mode became two-dimensional. The magnetization vs. temperature curve showed ferromagnetic

properties at room temperature, in conflict with theory which predicts its antiferromagnetism. Presence of secondary phase is discussed.

q 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. . Introduction

We have been working with chalcopyrite type compounds

doped with transition elements [1–3]. In the course of the

study, we discovered novel room-temperature ferromagnetic

semiconductors based on the chalcopyrite-type compounds by

doping high concentration of Mn to the surface region of

CdGeP2 and ZnGeP2 bulk single crystals [4–8]. The physical

origin of ferromagnetism is still in controversy [9–11]. Room-

temperature ferromagnetism reported in ZnGeP2:Mn by Cho et

al. [12] was attributed afterwards to segregation of MnP phase

by NMR studies, even though the amount of the phase being

less than the detection limit by X-ray diffraction (XRD) [13],

indicating a crucial importance of careful material preparation.

We have performed in-situ X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS) observation during Mn deposition on ZnGeP2 crystal and

during sputter-etching after Mn was deposited at elevated

temperatures [14], from which it has been revealed that Mn

completely occupies the Zn site in the surface region of the host

crystal and the Mn2C states characteristic of the diluted magnetic

semiconductor is buried in the depth of a few tens of nm below the

surface. It is thus clear that the material has an inhomogeneous

distribution of Mn species toward depth direction, i.e. the top

surface is covered by a Mn–Ge–P compound and ferromagnetic

layer is buried under the surface. In addition, we postulate that the

Mn–Ge–P compound should have a chalcopyrite-analogous
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crystal structure, since the chalcopyrite structure seems to be

sustained throughout the Mn-deposition process since the

reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) show streak

pattern that can be assigned to chalcopyrite phase [7].

Therefore it is important to prepare single-phase compound

in which Mn is doped homogeneously. For this purpose we

employed molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) technique, which is

capable of controlling compositions precisely. As one step for

an approach to the Cd1KxMnxGeP2 system, we started with the

concentrated limit, i.e. MnGeP2.

An existence of novel chalcopyrite-type MnGeP2 was first

predicted by a theoretical studies by Mahadevan and Zunger,

suggesting the material is antiferromagnetic [10]. Recently, Cho

et al. reported preparation of MnGeP2 polycrystalline crystals and

thin films, indicating that these films show ferromagnetism at

room temperature [15]. However, they showed no detailed

description on crystallographic properties of thin films. Therefore

it is meaningful to prepare MnGeP2 thin films with well-defined

crystallographic properties by an MBE technique.

Prior to the MBE growth we carried out ab-initio

thermodynamic calculation to estimate a possibility to obtain

chalcopyrite phase of MnGeP2 without phase separation.
2. Ab-initio calculation

Prior to experimental studies, we examined formation of

MnGeP2 using DMOL3 code, i.e. density functional theory for

molecules and three-dimensional periodic solids [16]. DMOL3

has been successfully applied to band-structure calculations of

insulating and metallic solids and the complex structure of the

BaTiO3 grain boundary [17]. In this work, localized numerical

orbitals were used as basis set, where a double set of numerical
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valence functions with a local basis cut-off RcZ5.5 Å was

used. The relativistic treatments for the atoms are done via a

pseudopotential [18] acting on all-electrons, including core, to

get scalar relativistic corrections for the relevant valence

orbitals. The generalized gradient approximation (GGA)

functional of Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof [19] is used to

illustrate the dependence of our theoretical predictions on

functional treatments.

We calculated enthalpy of mixing as a function of solid

composition x of Mn in MnxGe1KxP. In this calculation, MnP and

GeP (i.e. the case of xZ1.0 and 0.0) are assumed to have a

zincblende (ZB) structure because ZB type of transition atom-

related compounds such as CrAs [20] and MnAs [21] have been

known to grow on GaAs substrates. The calculated results suggest

that the chalcopyrite phase with xZ0.5 is the most stable state

[22]. A thermodynamic estimation of MBE growth condition was

performed based on the result. Details of thermodynamic

calculation will be published in later publication.
3. Experiments

The MBE apparatus used for this study was equipped with

Knudsen cells for Mn and Ge evaporation, and a cracking cell

for decomposing tertiary butyl phosphine (TBP) to supply P2

gas, the flow rate of which is controlled by a mass flow

controller. The cracking cell was designed following the work

reported by Sai et al. [23]. The temperature of the cracking cell

is kept at 810–835 8C to assure an efficient decomposition of

TBP into P2 during the MBE growth [24].

As substrates we employed GaAs (001) and InP (001)

single crystal wafers. Surface treatments of substrates were

performed as follows: The GaAs (001) substrate was treated

by a H2O2CNH3CH2O (1:3:50) solution, while no etching

process was applied to InP (001) ‘epi-ready’ wafers. Thermal

cleaning of GaAs substrates was performed at 580 8C in

vacuum (w10K8 Torr) without As and that of InP at 480 8C

in a P2-flow. The growth process was monitored using an

in-situ RHEED measurement.
Table 1

Growth conditions for thin films on GaAs (001) substrates

Sample Mn flux (10K8 Torr) Ge flux (10K8 Torr) TBP fl

#1 1.8 1.8 1.6

#2 2.4 2.1 1.6

#3 1.1 1.1 2.0

#4 0.65 0.9 2.0

Table 2

Growth conditions for thin films on InP (001) substrates.

Sample Mn flux (10K8 Torr) Ge flux (10K8 Torr) TBP flow

#5 0.9 0.9 2.0

#6 1.0 1.0 2.0

#7 0.65 0.9 2.0

#8 0.64 0.64 2.0

a Content of P in the film could not be determined exactly due to strong backgro
The surface morphology was observed by a scanning

electron microscope (SEM). Chemical compositions were

measured using an energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX)

attached to the SEM apparatus. The crystals were analyzed by

X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique using an X-ray diffract-

ometer (Philips type X’Pert). Temperature-dependence of

magnetization was measured by a SQUID magnetometer at

Tohoku University and University of Tokyo.
4. Results and discussion

4.1. Growth of MnGeP2 on GaAs(001) and InP(001)

substrates [25]

Growth conditions of thin films prepared in the present

study and chemical compositions of these films measured by

EDX are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. GaAs (001) substrates

were used for samples #1 to #4 shown in Table 1, while

InP(001) substrates were used for samples #5 to #8 shown in

Table 2. The beam equivalent pressure (BEP) of both Mn and

Ge was varied between 6.4!10K9 and 9!10K9 Torr. The

values of BEP for Mn and Ge were adjusted to take the same

value, since the sticking coefficient of Mn and Ge was found to

have the same value from our preliminary experiments. The

TBP flow rate was set to be between 1.6 and 2.0 sccm.

Substrate temperatures of 342–541 8C were used and depo-

sition time was 90–180 min.

The composition ratio of Mn/Ge listed in the last columns in

Tables 1 and 2 was deviated from 1 because of a difficulty in

adjustment of the low beam fluxes of 10K9–10K8 Torr. In all

cases, no re-evaporation of Mn was confirmed within an

experimental error. We could not determine an exact value of

the partial pressure of P2 in our MBE system, but it should be

several orders of magnitude higher than Mn and Ge, taking into

account the total pressure reaching as high as 10K4 Torr during

growth.

Figs. 1 and 2 show XRD patterns measured in the samples

shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. It is found that diffraction
ow rate (sccm) Tsub (8C) Time (min) Composition Mn:Ge:P

541 90 0.81:1:1.11

414 180 1.72:1:2.99

400 240 1.37:1:2.59

400 180 0.95:1:2.14

rate (sccm) Tsub (8C) Time (min) Composition Mn:Ge:P

435 180 1.92:1: a

342 180 1.29:1:a

342 100 0.95:1:a

435 180 1.40:1:a

und P-signal from the InP substrate.
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Fig. 2. The XRD qK2q scan chart of the films on InP (001).
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line due to zinc-blend (ZB) type GeP [26] are observed in the

samples #1 and #2 which were prepared at high growth rate

using flux rate of Mn and Ge exceeding 1.8!10K8 Torr. In

contrast, GeP can not be detected by XRD measurements when

the beam fluxes of Mn and Ge is lower than 1.1!10K8 Torr.

The similar feature is observed for MnP.

Although it was quite difficult to completely suppress a

segregation of MnP, whose diffraction lines were almost

suppressed in films prepared on InP substrates using the low

beam flux less than 1!10K8 Torr. Suppression of secondary

phases has a crucial importance for magnetic studies of

MnGeP2, because MnP and Mn5Ge3 are known to show

ferromagnetism at room temperature.

No XRD peaks that can be assigned to MnGeP2 have been

observed in Fig. 1 for samples #1 to #4 deposited on GaAs

substrates, despite that deposition of Mn, Ge and P atoms were

confirmed by EDX in these films. We estimated that the

diffraction lines from MnGeP2 are hidden behind the strong 00l

diffractions from the substrate. To discriminate the XRD line of

the film from that of substrate, we changed the substrate from

GaAs to InP, the latter having the different lattice constant from

GaAs.

As shown in Fig. 2, the XRD curves of the samples #5 to #8

deposited on InP (001) substrates show a diffraction peak at

2qw66.048 clearly resolved from the 004 diffraction line of the

InP substrate. The peak position of the film coincides with the
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Fig. 1. The XRD qK2q scan chart of the films on GaAs(001); lines!are due to

Al holder.
004 diffraction of GaAs. The diffraction line is labeled as 008

assuming that the chalcopyrite MnGeP2 is grown with the

c-axis perpendicular to the substrate surface. The position of

the peak is so close to that of the 004 diffraction of GaAs that it

can only be discriminated in films prepared on InP substrates,

the lattice constant of the latter being much larger than GaAs.

The XRD peak assigned to 008 reflection from MnGeP2

seems not strong in samples #6 and #7, grown at reduced

substrate temperature of 342 8C. This means that higher

substrate temperature is favorable to get a good crystallinity

due to enhanced surface migration of deposited atoms.

Fig. 3 shows RHEED patterns of the thin film of sample#4

before and during the growth. The incident electron beam was

along InP [110] azimuth. Fig. 3(a) shows the streaky patterns

from the InP substrate before the growth. The streaky patterns

completely varied to spotty ones keeping the same spacing as

observed at immediately after starting of the growth (Fig. 3(b)).

This change of RHEED patterns suggests that this film was

grown under the three-dimensional Volmer–Weber or

Stranski–Krastanov mode at the initial stage. This consider-

ation is also supported by a SEM image.
4.2. Reciprocal lattice mapping of XRD in MnGeP2 on

InP(001) substrates [20]

In order to determine the crystal structure and lattice constants

of the sample #8, the X-ray reciprocal lattice mapping (RLM)

measurement was carried out. Fig. 4 shows the RLM image,

which is a part of the plane in the reciprocal lattice space including

InP h001i and h110i directions. Horizontal (Qx) and vertical (Qy)

axes are the reciprocals of the in-plane and the out-of-plane lattice

constants, respectively. In this map, MnGeP2 008, 116, 11 10

diffraction spots close to those of InP 004, 113, 115 were observed



Fig. 3. RHEED patterns of MnGeP2 on GaAs(001) substrate taken (a) before

and (b) just after deposition.
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and formed pairs, respectively. These pairs of diffraction spots

reflected from the substrate and the grown film suggest the

orientation relationship as follows: MnGeP2h001i//InPh001i and

MnGeP2h110i //InPh110i. Assuming chalcopyrite structure with

the tetragonal crystal system, we can determine the lattice
Fig. 4. Reciprocal lattice mapping of XRD from MnGeP2 grown on an InP

(001) substrate.
constants to be aZ5.693 Å and cZ11.303 Å, which is consistent

with those by the theoretical calculation [9,27] and with those

determined experimentally in the polycrystalline MnGeP2

reported by Cho et al. [15].
4.3. Growth condition of MnGeP2 on a Ge-buffer layer [28]

It is found from our experimental studies that the buffer

layer is strongly required to get two-dimensional growth

suppressing a formation of secondary phases. We consider that

Ge is a good candidate as buffer layer, because it has been

known that II-Ge–V2 chalcopyrites tend to form a solid

solution with Ge [29,30], and the lattice constant of Ge

(5.657 Å) is close to both lattice constants of GaAs (5.653 Å)

and MnGeP2 [9,15].

Table 3 summarizes growth conditions of MnGeP2 films on

GaAs(001) without and with a Ge a buffer layer. Sample #9

was directly grown on GaAs(001), while sample #10 was

grown on a Ge buffer layer, the latter having been grown on the

GaAs substrate at 380 8C. Growth temperature of MnGeP2 was

435 8C in both experiments.

Fig. 5 shows RHEED patterns of sample #10 taken during

the growth. The direction of incident electron beam is along the

[110] azimuth of the substrate. Fig. 5(a) shows a streak pattern

with the 2!2 surface reconstruction, indicating that the Ge

buffer layer improves the surface flatness. During the growth of

MnGeP2, the 2!2 streak pattern was observed until thickness

reaches 15 nm as shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c). We attribute the

2!2 reconstructions to P-dimmers in MnGeP2 by analogy of

the group V dimmers in III–V compounds.

However, the segregation of MnP was confirmed in Fig. 5(b)

as pointed by arrows, suggesting that an oriented overgrowth of a

small amount of MnP also occurred. For the thickness above

35 nm, the surface reconstruction disappeared and some spots

related to secondary phases appeared as shown in Fig. 5(d).

As shown in Fig. 6(a), the sample #9 shows a rough surface

morphology in which the grains with a flat surface pointed by

arrows may be assigned to MnGeP2 and the other small grains

to secondary phases. On the other hand, the surface

morphology of the film on the Ge buffer layer is very flat as

shown in Fig. 6(b).

The two-dimensional growth of MnGeP2 may be explained

by an enhanced migration of Mn and Ge atoms due to improved

flatness of the surface by introduction of the Ge buffer layer. In

addition we consider that the crystallographic affinity between

MnGeP2 and Ge may further assist the crystal growth. As

stated above, our films suffer segregation of secondary phase

(MnP) even though the film composition was nearly

stoichiometric. In order to obtain single phase MnGeP2 crystal,

we are performing the thermodynamic calculation in MnP–

GeP system. A preliminary result suggests that growth

temperature between 700 and 800 8C with reduced

Mn/(MnCGe) ratio favors a formation of MnGeP2 suppressing

secondary phases.[31] Experimental studies to obtain an

optimal growth condition are underway.



Table 3

Growth conditions for thin films without and with a Ge-buffer

Sample Buffer Mn flux 10K8

(Torr)

Ge flux 10K8

(Torr)

TBP (sccm) Temp (8C) Time (min) Mn:Ge:P

#9 – 0.6 0.6! 2.0 435 180 1.00:1.04:2.05

#10 Ge (25 nm) 0.6 1.0 2.0 435 90 1.00:?:1.56

#11 Ge (25 nm) 0.6 – 2.0 435 30

Fig. 6. SEM photographs showing surface morphology in MnGeP2 (a) without

a buffer and (b) with a Ge buffer.
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4.4. Magnetic and magneto-optical characterization

Fig. 7(a) shows typical hysteresis curves measured at 30, 295

and 350 K in a MnGeP2 film grown on the InP(001) substrate

(Sample #6). The temperature dependence curve of magnetiza-

tion measured at the remanent state is plotted in Fig. 7(b), from

which Curie temperature Tc of 320 K is deduced.

Fig. 8(a) and (b) are MKH and MKT curves of MnGeP2

grown on Ge-buffer, which are very similar to those of

MnGeP2 on InP(001). The Curie temperature of this sample is

also 320 K. The Tc value in both samples is much higher than

that of orthorhombic MnP which shows TcZ292 K. The

saturation magnetization shows a very small value of about

40 emu/cm3. Assuming that MnGeP2 crystallizes in chalcopyr-

ite structure with lattice constants aZ0.569 nm and cZ
1.130 nm, magnetic moment per Mn atom is estimated to be

as small as about 0.1 mB. This value is rather reasonable for

MnGeP2, since theoretical study predicted antiferromagnetism

with sublattice moment of 0.25 mB per Mn [10] According to

the theoretical approach by Kamatani and Akai, the ferromag-

netic moment may be originated from disorder in the atomic

arrangement or some kind of intrinsic defects [11]. However, at

the present stage we cannot completely exclude a possibility

that the observed ferromagnetic property comes from some

secondary phases, since RHEED pattern clearly exhibit a trace
Fig. 5. (a) RHEED patterns of Ge buffer layer grown on a GaAs, and (b)–(d)

MnGeP2 film grown on a Ge buffer layer. Azimuth is GaAs[110].
of a MnP-like phase. Recent transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) observation in the MnGeP2 grown on Ge-buffer shows

that the films are consisting of grains in which non uniform

distribution of Mn, Ge and P was observed, suggesting

formation of secondary phases.

Magneto-optical Kerr rotation and ellipticity were measured

at room temperature (about 300 K) in MnGeP2 film deposited
Fig. 7. Magnetic properties in MnGeP2/InP(001) (sample #6), (a) MKH curves

at 30, 295, 350 K, and (b) an MKT curve measured at remanence.



Fig. 8. Magnetic properties of MnGeP2/Ge/GaAs (sample #10)film; (a) MKH,

(b) MKT curves measured with HZ100 Oe.
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on Ge buffer layer (sample #10), together with those in a thin

MnP film on Ge buffer (sample #11). The MnP film does not

show any appreciable magneto-optical effect at 300 K, while

very small magneto-optical effect was observed in MnGeP2

film with a Kerr rotation peak of approximately 0.048 at 1.5 eV.

Lack of magneto-optical effect in MnP may be explained by the

fact that ambient temperature is above Tc (Z292 K). We

therefore conclude that the film #10 is different from MnP. We

also measured optical reflectivity spectra in MnGeP2, the

feature being completely different from that of MnP.

5. Conclusion

Novel ternary Mn-containing compound MnGeP2 has been

grown using MBE technique. The crystal structure and lattice

constants were determined. The material shows ferromagnet-

ism and magneto-optical effect at room temperature.
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